8 of our IMCB scientists (past and present) have been featured in a list of top 2% scientists across various scientific fields, published by Stanford University.

In line with IMCB’s focus on research excellence over the years, 8 of our IMCB scientists (past and present) have been featured in a list of top 2% scientists across various scientific fields, published by Stanford University.

Congratulations to our IMCB alumni and current members on this outstanding achievement!

Click on the following names to find out more about our current group leaders and their exciting research at:

Nick Barker
WanJin Hong
Vinay Tergaonkar
Sai Kiang Lim

Related news on IMCB Official LinkedIn website:
https://www.linkedin.com/company/institute-of-molecular-and-cell-biology/mycompany/?viewAsMember=true